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Abraham Joshua Heschel 2011 abraham joshua heschel was one of the great religious teachers and moral prophets of our time this title provides
selections from the writings of the leading jewish theologian and philosopher edited by his daughter
Divine-human Encounter 1979 in this first one volume english language full biography of abraham joshua heschel edward k kaplan tells the
engrossing behind the scenes story of the life philosophy struggles yearnings writings and activism of one of the twentieth century s most
outstanding jewish thinkers kaplan takes readers on a soulful journey through the rollercoaster challenges and successes of heschel s emotional life
as a child he was enveloped in a hasidic community of warsaw then he went on to explore secular jewish vilna and cosmopolitan berlin he
improvised solutions to procure his doctorate in nazi dominated berlin escaped the nazis and secured a rare visa to the united states he articulated
strikingly original interpretations of jewish ideas his relationships spanned not only the jewish denominational spectrum but also catholic and
protestant faith communities a militant voice for nonviolent social action he marched with martin luther king jr who became a close friend
expressed strong opposition to the vietnam war while the fbi compiled a file on him and helped reverse long standing antisemitic catholic church
doctrine on jews participating in a secret meeting with pope paul vi during vatican ii from such prodigiously documented stories heschel himself
emerges mind heart and soul kaplan elucidates how heschel remained forever torn between faith and anguish between love of god and
abhorrence of human apathy moral weakness and deliberate evil between the compassion of the baal shem tov of medzibozh and the kotzker
rebbe s cruel demands for truth my heart heschel acknowledged is in medzibozh my mind in kotzk
Abraham Joshua Herschel 1979-01-01 profiles abraham heschel a jewish rabbi who grew up in eastern europe taught spoke and wrote about
judaism and civil rights and walked with martin luther king jr in the 1965 march in selma alabama
Abraham Joshua Heschel 2019-11-01 through heschel held s work reaches out more broadly to treat us to a profound discussion of the great issues
in contemporary jewish theology arthur green hebrew college rabbinical school abraham joshua heschel 1907 1972 was a prolific scholar
impassioned theologian and prominent activist who participated in the black civil rights movement and the campaign against the vietnam war he
has been hailed as a hero honored as a visionary and endlessly quoted as a devotional writer in this sympathetic yet critical examination shai held
elicits the overarching themes and unity of heschel s incisive and insightful thought focusing on the idea of transcendence or the movement from
self centeredness to god centeredness held puts heschel into dialogue with contemporary jewish thinkers christian theologians devotional writers
and philosophers of religion shai held s book is a master class in one of the most significant jewish voices of our time tablet in this lucid and elegant
study one of the keenest minds in jewish theology in our time probes the vision of one of the most profound spiritual writers of the twentieth
century uncovering a unity that others have missed and shedding light not only on heschel but also on the characteristically modern habits of
mind that impede the knowledge of god the book is especially valuable for the connections it draws with other philosophers theologians and
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spiritual writers jewish and christian enthusiastically recommended jon d levenson harvard university a thoughtful illuminating new study of
heschel s thought it is one of the many virtues of shai held s book that it helps us to place heschel alongside not only kaplan but halevi horovitz
and rav nahman as well as the psalmist jewish review of books
Abraham Joshua Heschel 2003 most studies of abraham joshua heschel approach him as a theologian whereas this book peers behind the theologian
and honors heschel as the original philosopher that he was so it unearths heschel s epistemology his aesthetic and his social philosophy all
reinforced by the thirty years of friendship and dialogue that maurice friedman shared with him this book raises significantly critical questions
concerning heschel s philosophy of judaism while remaining greatly appreciative of the sweep and command of his philosophy that friedman
believes were not sufficiently worked through
Abraham Joshua Heschel 2013-11-04 to find more information on rowman littlefield titles please visit us at rowmanlittlefield com
Abraham Joshua Heschel--Philosopher of Wonder 2012-11-05 abraham joshua heschel remains one of the most creative jewish thinkers of the
twentieth century these essays demonstrate that heschel became a spiritual guide not only in america but in many other parts of the world
especially in poland where he was born and in israel where the prophets gave the world a dream of everlasting peace
To Grow in Wisdom 1990 an anthology of essays written by a wide cross section of rabbis lights in the forest presents a range of jewish responses
to both theological and philosophical questions pertaining to god humanity and the jewish people thoughtful and engaging these responses are
meant to strengthen the reader s sense of jewish identity through expanding his or her knowledge and understanding of jewish life practice and
tradition perfect for self study group study adult learning and conversion the collection strives to encourage further study and ongoing discussion
through presenting judaism s intellectual and spiritual tools as means for leading a life full of purpose and commitment rabbi israel of rhyszin tells
a story of two people entering a forest one has a lantern while one does not the two meet and the one carrying the lantern is able to illuminate
their shared path when the two part the one without a lantern is left in the dark once more from this we learn that we all must carry our own
light my hope is that this book will provide light along the path and in so doing will provide a wider horizon of jewish tradition and ideals to
light the way rabbi paul citrin editor published by ccar press a division of the central conference of american rabbis
The Heschel Tradition 1997 how can we in our times understand the biblical concept that human beings have been created in the image of an
invisible god this is a perennial but increasingly pressing question that lies at the heart of theological anthropology humanity in god s image an
interdisciplinary exploration clarifies the meaning of this concept traces different jewish and christian interpretations of being created in god s
image and reconsiders the significance of the imago dei in a post holocaust context as normative counter factual notions human dignity and the
imago dei challenge us to see more claudia welz offers an interdisciplinary exploration of theological and ethical visions of the invisible by
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analysing poetry and art welz exemplifies human self understanding in the interface between the visual and the linguistic the content of the
imago dei cannot be defined apart from the image carrier an embodied creature compared to verbal visual and mental images how does this
creature as a living image refer to god like a metaphor a mimetic mirror or an elusive trace combining hermeneutical and phenomenological
perspectives with philosophy of religion and philosophy of language semiotics art history and literary studies welz regards the imago dei as a
complex sign that is at once iconic indexical and symbolical pointing beyond itself
Abraham Joshua Heschel Today 2020-08-07 a powerful text tavis smiley about how religion drove the fight for social justice in modern america
american prophets sheds critical new light on the lives and thought of seven major prophetic figures in twentieth century america whose social
activism was motivated by a deeply felt compassion for those suffering injustice in this compelling and provocative book acclaimed religious
scholar albert raboteau tells the remarkable stories of abraham joshua heschel a j muste dorothy day howard thurman thomas merton martin luther
king jr and fannie lou hamer inspired individuals who succeeded in conveying their vision to the broader public through writing speaking
demonstrating and organizing raboteau traces how their paths crossed and their lives intertwined creating a network of committed activists who
significantly changed the attitudes of several generations of americans about contentious political issues such as war racism and poverty raboteau
examines the influences that shaped their ideas and the surprising connections that linked them together he discusses their theological and ethical
positions and describes the rhetorical and strategic methods these exemplars of modern prophecy used to persuade their fellow citizens to share
their commitment to social change a momentous scholarly achievement as well as a moving testimony to the human spirit american prophets
represents a major contribution to the history of religion in american politics this book is essential reading for anyone who is concerned about social
justice or who wants to know what prophetic thought and action can mean in today s world
Lights in the Forest 2014-10-31 the book is devoted to the thought of one of the 20th century s most interesting philosophers of religion heschel a
traditional polish jew who became a modern thinker was also an impressive prophet of interreligious dialogue the book is the fruit of a scholarly
conference held in 2007 at the university of warsaw in heschel s native city on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of his birth given the depth
and scope of his thinking the papers gathered in the volume will be of interest not only to philosophers theologians and scholars of heschel but also
to those who know little about heschel but are interested in the fundamental problems that appear at the borders between philosophy and
theology religion and modernity judaism and christianity and more broadly problems of interfaith relations and their future among the
contributors to the volume there are many of the foremost heschel scholars from the united states and israel as well as authors from poland and
other european countries the authors believe that the infl uence of heschel will continue to grow worldwide
Humanity in God's Image 2016-08-18 explores despair and hope in hasidism as heschel experienced it himself through study of the baal shem tov
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and the kotzker rebbe
American Prophets 2018-05-22 thinking jewish culture in america argues that jewish thought extends our awareness and deepens the complexity
of american jewish culture this volume stretches the disciplinary boundaries of jewish thought so that it can productively engage expanding
arenas of culture by drawing jewish thought into the orbit of cultural studies the eleven contributors to thinking jewish cultures together with
chancellor arnold eisen s postscript position jewish thought within the dynamics and possibilities of contemporary jewish culture these diverse
essays in jewish thought re imagine cultural space as a public and sometimes contested performance of jewish identity and they each seek to re
enliven that space with reflective accounts of cultural meaning how do jews imagine themselves as embodied actors in america do cultural
obligations limit or expand notions of the self how should we imagine jewish thought as a cultural performance what notions of peoplehood might
sustain a vibrant jewish collectivity in a globalized economy how do programs in jewish studies work within the academy these and other
questions engage both jewish thought and culture opening space for theoretical works to broaden the range of cultural studies and to deepen our
understanding of jewish cultural dynamics thinking jewish culture is a work about jewish cultural identity reflected through literature visual
arts philosophy and theology but it is more than a mere reflection of cultural patterns and choices the argument pursued throughout thinking
jewish culture is that reflective sources help produce the very cultural meanings and performances they purport to analyze
Abraham Joshua Heschel 2009 the insecurity of freedom is a collection of essays on human existence by one of the foremost jewish thinkers of our
time abraham joshua heschel
A Passion for Truth 1973 writing well and persuasively is not only a discipline that can be learned it is one deeply rooted in the classical arts of
rhetoric and polemic this book introduces the essential skills rules and steps for producing effective political prose appropriate to many contexts
from the editorial the op ed and the polemical essay to others both weighty and seemingly slight
Thinking Jewish Culture in America 2013-12-11 inspired by the words of the prophet michah to act justly love tenderly and walk humbly before
god the author describes how we realize our vocation to holiness as it is expressed throughout the various stages of life
Moral Grandeur and Spiritual Audacity 1997 across black spaces gathers and builds on a diverse array of essays and interviews by american
philosopher and leading public intellectual george yancy within this multidisciplinary framework are works from the new york times the
guardian and other major media outletswhich have drawn international acclaim for their spotlight on vicious racial tensions in american academia
and society at large with this collection of revised and updated works yancy engages a vast scope of social political historical linguistic and
philosophical themes that together illustrate what it means to be black in america four sections of the book engage first moral outrage at
contemporary ethical crises second the search for identity and value of vulnerability third the history and present values of black and africana
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philosophy and fourth the essential role of african american language in understanding black lived experience representing twenty years of
persistent inquiry and advocacy across black spaces celebrates yancy s undeniable importance in american intellectual progress and essential social
change
Insecurity of Freedom 1966 when george yancy penned a new york times op ed entitled dear white america asking white americans to confront
the ways that they benefit from racism he knew his article would be controversial but he was unprepared for the flood of vitriol in response the
resulting blowback played out in the national media with critics attacking yancy in every form possible including death threats and supporters
rallying to his side despite the rhetoric of a post race america yancy quickly discovered that racism is still alive crude and vicious in its expression
in backlash yancy expands upon the original article and chronicles the ensuing controversy as he seeks to understand what it was about the op ed
that created so much rage among so many white readers he challenges white americans to rise above the vitriol and to develop a new empathy
for the african american experience
Political Writing: A Guide to the Essentials 2014-12-18 what is good character what are the traits of a good person how should virtues be
cultivated how should vices be avoided the history of jewish literature is filled with reflection on questions of character and virtue such as these
reflecting a wide range of contexts and influences beginning with the bible and culminating with twenty first century feminism and
environmentalism jewish virtue ethics explores thirty five influential jewish approaches to character and virtue virtue ethics has been a
burgeoning field of moral inquiry among academic philosophers in the postwar period although jewish ethics has also flourished as an academic
and practical field attention to the role of virtue in jewish thought has been underdeveloped this volume seeks to illuminate its centrality not only
for readers primarily interested in jewish ethics but also for readers who take other approaches to virtue ethics including within the western
virtue ethics tradition the original essays written for this volume provide valuable sources for philosophical reflection
Words to Live By 2018-06-26 john j fitzgerald addresses here one of life s enduring questions how to achieve personal fulfillment and more
specifically whether we can do so through ethical conduct he focuses on two significant twentieth century theologians rabbi abraham joshua
heschel and pope john paul ii seeing both as fitting dialogue partners given the former s influence on the second vatican council s deliberations on
the jews and the latter s groundbreaking overtures to the jews in the wake of his experiences in poland before and during world war ii fitzgerald
demonstrates that heschel and john paul ii both suggest that doing good generally leads us to growth in various components of personal fulfillment
such as happiness meaning in life and freedom from selfish desires there are however some key differences between the two theologians john
paul ii emphasizes more strongly the relationship between acting well and attaining eternal life whereas heschel wrestles more openly with the
possibility that religious commitment ultimately involves anxiety and sadness by examining historical and contemporary analyses including the
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work of the fourteenth dalai lama the philosopher peter singer and some present day psychologists fitzgerald builds a narrative that shows the
promise and limits of heschel s and john paul ii s views
White Allies in the Struggle for Racial Justice 2015-10-23 piety is often regarded with a pejorative bias a pious person is thought to be overly
religious supercilious even yet historically the concept of piety has played an important role in christian theology and practice for abraham heschel
piety describes the contours of a life compatible with god s presence while much has been made of heschel s concept of pathos relatively little
attention has been given to the pivotal role of piety in his thought with the result that the larger methodological implications of his work for both
jewish and christian theology have been overlooked grounding heschel s work in husserl dilthey schiller and heidegger the book explores his
phenomenological method of penetrating the consciousness of the pious person in order to perceive the divine reality behind it the book goes on
to consider the significance of heschel s methodology in view of the theocentric ethics of gustafson and hauerwas and the post modern context
reflected in the works of levinas vattimo marion and the radical orthodoxy movement
Act Justly, Love Tenderly 2016-10-13 a stunning image taken during a march from selma to montgomery on 21 march 1965 is among the most
iconic of the civil rights era rabbi abraham joshua heschel with his long white beard and overflowing curly hair walks arm in arm with
prominent civil rights activists bearing a proud smile he marches in solidarity next to a more solemn looking reverend fred shuttlesworth to his
left and former united nations under secretary general for special political affairs and nobel peace prize winner ralph bunche on his right a nun on
the other end of the front line who is holding civil rights activist john lewis whose skull had been fractured by alabama state troopers a few
weeks earlier during another march for voting rights appears as if she was virtually dancing to the thrill of protest heschel and martin luther
king jr glance toward the camera as if to signal to the photographer that they understand the historic weight of the moment at an epic moment on
the fraught streets of selma when brave citizens risked their lives championing civil rights heschel stood at the nexus of religious leaders who
linked tradition theology and ritualistic practice to the fight against social injustice to this day heschel remains a symbol of his generation s struggle
to make jewish values relevant to post world war ii america through civic action book jacket
Across Black Spaces 2020-01-31 piety is often regarded with a pejorative bias a pious person is thought to be overly religious supercilious even yet
historically the concept of piety has played an important role in christian theology and practice for abraham heschel piety describes the contours of
a life compatible with god s presence while much has been made of heschel s concept of pathos relatively little attention has been given to the
pivotal role of piety in his thought with the result that the larger methodological implications of his work for both jewish and christian theology
have been overlooked grounding heschel s work in husserl dilthey schiller and heidegger the book explores his phenomenological method of
penetrating the consciousness of the pious person in order to perceive the divine reality behind it the book goes on to consider the significance of
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heschel s methodology in view of the theocentric ethics of gustafson and hauerwas and the post modern context reflected in the works of levinas
vattimo marion and the radical orthodoxy movement
Backlash 2018-04-15 whereas much theology of religions regards the other as a problem to be solved this book begins with a church called to
witness to its faith in a multicultural world by practising a generous yet risky hospitality a theology of dialogue takes its rise from the christian
experience of being in dialogue taking its rise from the biblical narrative of encounter call and response such a theology cannot be fully understood
without reference to the matrix of faith that christians share in complex ways with the jewish people the contemporary experience of the shoah
the dominating religious event of the 20th century has complexified that relationship and left an indelible mark on the religious sensibility of both
jews and christians engaging with a range of thinkers from heschel levinas and edith stein who were all deeply affected by the shoah to metz
panikkar and rowan williams who are always pressing the limits of what can and cannot be said with integrity about the self revealing word of
god this book shows how judaism is a necessary if not sufficient source of christian self understanding what is commended by this foundational
engagement is a hope filled waiting on grace made possible by virtues of empathy and patience a theology of dialogue focuses not on metaphysical
abstractions but on biblical forms of thought about god s presence to human beings which christians share with jews and under the continuing
guidance of the spirit of christ learn to adapt to a whole range of contested cultural and political contexts
Jewish Virtue Ethics 2023-08-01 recharging judaism is the essential and timely guide for every synagogue and community seeking to strengthen
the bonds of jewish communal life through advocating for social justice this volume delves into the enriching civic engagement and acts of
righteousness already undertaken by jews and jewish communities across the country and further explores the positive differences we can all
affect upon the future of america there are a myriad of ways in which advocating for social justice and participating in civic engagement can
create lasting change those inspired to affect such change will find new meaning in the texts and history of our tradition using real examples from
both small and large congregations across the country recharging judaism offers a framework to guide us through our journey of civic
responsibility and social duty and into a brighter future for our country
The Seductiveness of Virtue 2016-12-15 portrays the lives and experiences of twelve mystical activists exploring their worldview and spirituality
and their relationship to social transformation
Abraham Heschel and the Phenomenon of Piety 2013-12-19 reinhold niebuhr was a theologian writer and public intellectual who influenced
religious leaders and social activists in the united states over four crucial decades in the middle of the twentieth century the oxford handbook of
reinhold niebuhr traces the development of his work through those years and provides an introduction to the dialogue partners and intellectual
adversaries whom he influenced and who shaped his own thinking it deals with major topics in theology and ethics providing systematic focus to
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niebuhr s wide ranging works that were directed to many different audiences later chapters examine niebuhr s contributions to political thinking
and policy making on issues including international relations pacifism and the use of force racial and economic justice family life and gender
equality and environmental concerns the concluding section examines niebuhr s legacy and continuing influence
Abraham Joshua Heschel 2021 examines the lives and accomplishments of heschel a jewish philosopher and wiesel a writer and survior of
auschwitz
Abraham Heschel and the Phenomenon of Piety 2013-10-24 recent political and social developments in the united states reveal a deep
misunderstanding of race and religion from the highest echelons of power to the most obscure corners of society color and conviction are
continually twisted often deliberately for nefarious reasons or misconstrued to stymie meaningful conversation this timely book wrestles with the
contentious dynamic and ethically complicated relationship between race and religion through the lens of judaism featuring essays by lifelong
participants in discussions about race religion and society including susannah heschel sander l gilman and george yancy this vibrant book aims to
generate a compelling conversation vitally relevant to both the academy and the community starting from the premise that understanding
prejudice and oppression requires multifaceted critical reflection and a willingness to acknowledge one s own bias the contributors to this volume
present surprising arguments that disentangle fictions factions and facts the topics they explore include the role of jews and jewish ethics in the
civil rights movement race and the construction of american jewish identity rituals of commemoration celebrating jewish and black american
resilience the yiddish gaze on lynchings of black bodies and the portrayal of racism as a mental illness from nineteenth century vienna to twenty
first century charlottesville each essay is linked to a classic jewish source and accompanied by guiding questions that help the reader identify
salient themes connecting ancient and contemporary concerns in addition to the editor the contributors include sander l gilman annalise e glauz
todrank aaron s gross susannah heschel sarah imhoff willa m johnson judith w kay jessica kirzane nichole renée phillips and george yancy
Waiting on Grace 2020-02 a revelatory manifesto on how we can reclaim faith from abstract doctrines and rigid morals to find god in the joys and
ambiguities of everyday life from the acclaimed author of saving jesus from the church in this book of stories from four decades of ministry
meyers powerfully captures what it means to believe in a god who s revealed not in creeds or morals but in the struggles and beauty of our
ordinary lives richard rohr bestselling author of the universal christ people across the theological and political spectrum are struggling with what
it means to say that they believe in god for centuries christians have seen him as a deity who shows favor to some and dispenses punishment to
others according to right belief and correct behavior but this transactional approach to a god up there famously depicted by michelangelo on the
ceiling of the sistine chapel no longer works if it ever did leaving an increasing number of christians upset disappointed and heading for the exits
in this groundbreaking inspiring book robin r meyers the senior minister of oklahoma city s mayflower congregational united church of christ
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shows how readers can move from a theology of obedience to one of consequence he argues that we need to stop seeing our actions as a means for
pleasing a distant god and rediscover how god has empowered us to care for ourselves and the world drawing on stories from his decades of active
ministry meyers captures how the struggles of ordinary people hint at how we can approach faith as a radical act of trust in a god who is all
around us even in our doubts and the moments of life we fear the most
Recharging Judaism 2017-12-04 the hebrew prophets of ancient israel strove to convey god s point of view to the people and the powers at a time
when injustice deceit malfeasance and crushing the poor and the oppressed was prominent much like today the prophets spoke courageously and
emphatically about god s profound and unrelenting concern and compassion for human beings much influenced by the theology of prophecy
developed by rabbi abraham joshua heschel this book discusses the nature meaning and relevance of ethical prophecy at a time when democracy
in the united states of america and elsewhere is under vicious assault from the religious and secular right and authoritarian politicians who openly
flirt with and support murderous dictators sexism homophobia racial bigotry anti semitism and hatred of muslims both in word and practice an
examination of the contributions of eight powerful personalities from the period of american slavery through the post civil rights era angelina
grimke ida b wells abraham j heschel james baldwin malcolm x martin luther king jr oscar romero and alice walker offers a recipe for addressing
this state of affairs
Mystics in Action 2020-12-16 in this politically and democratically urgent collection george yancy and contributors argue that more than ever we
are in need of classrooms that function dangerously that is classrooms where people are not afraid to engage in critical discussions that call into
question difficult political times collectively they demonstrate the ways activist authors and scholars must be prepared to engage in risk and
vulnerability as a defense of our democratic right to practice forms of pedagogical transgression ideal for scholars and students of critical pedagogy
philosophy of education and political theory this collection delineates the necessity of critical consciousness through education and provides ways of
speaking back against authoritarian control of imaginative and critical capacities
The Oxford Handbook of Reinhold Niebuhr 2021-03-03 if we were made for relationship with god why do we often feel lost and distant from
him the life of christian faith is and always has been a beautifully awkward reality following jesus is done can only be done in the messiness of
this world into which we were all born yet many christians expect the walk of faith to be easier neater and relatively devoid of hassles so perhaps
it s time for a frank conversation about the true nature of christian faith maybe there are many desperately in need of a clear dialogue about how
despite living in a turbulent chaotic world our greatest joy is found in our pursuit of god in the grand paradox ken wytsma seeks to help readers
understand that although god can be mysterious he is in no way absent god s ways are contradictory and counter to the way the world tells us to
pursue happiness doubt is okay it will accompany in the life of faith what looks like struggle can actually be the most important and meaningful
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season of our lives this book is an exploration of the art of living by faith it is a book for all those wrestling with the paradoxes that confront those
who seek to walk with christ it s an honest look at how faith works here and now in our culture our time and how to put down real roots and
flourish in the midst of our messy lives
Abraham Joshua Heschel & Elie Wiesel, You are My Witnesses 1987-01-01 jewish law as rebellion is unconventional and controversial in its
approach to the world of jewish law and its response to religious crises the book delves into the contemporary application and development of
halacha and pointedly protests many accepted methods and ideals offering new solutions to existing halachic dilemmas rabbi cardozo discusses hot
topics such as same sex marriage conversion and religion in the state of israel and presents a critical analysis and explanation of the application of
halacha
Judaism, Race, and Ethics 2020-03-30
Saving God from Religion 2020-01-28
Ethical Prophets along the Way 2019-12-27
Educating for Critical Consciousness 2019-04-23
The Grand Paradox 2015-02-03
Jewish Law as Rebellion 2019-04-29
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